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SECTION-A  

      Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 12 Marks.                 4 x 12 = 48 M                         

1.                                                  

a) [k:E] <  , 

b) [k:E] =[k:E] [E:F] ,  

OR 

2. Let F be a field. Then show that there exists an algebraically closed field k containing 

F as a subfield. 

3. Show that the multiplicative group of non-zero elements of a finite field is cyclic. 

Also show that a finite field F of    elements has exactly one subfield with    

elements for each divisor of n. 

4. If E is a finite separable extension of a field F. Then show that E is a simple extension 

of F. 

5. Let E be a finite separable extension of a field F. Then show that the following are 

equivalent. 

a) E is normal extensions of F. 

b) F is the fixed field of (E/F). 

c) [E:F]=|  
 

 
 |. 

OR 

 

6. Show that the group G(Q(       where   =1 and     is isomorphic to the cyclic 

group of order 4. 

7. Let F be a field and let U be a finite subgroup of the multiplicative group   =F-{0}. 

Then show that U is cyclic. In particular, the roots of   -1   F[n] form a cyclic group. 

OR 

8. Let F be contain a primitive n the root w of unity. Then show that the following are 

equivalent. 

a) E is finite cyclic extension of degree n over F. 

b) E is the splitting field of an irreducible polynomial   - b   F[X]. 

 

 

 



SECTION-B 

9.  Answer any three questions. Each question carries 4 marks.          3 x 4=12 M 

 

a)   Show that   +8   Q[X] is irreducible over Q. 

      b)   Find the smallest extensions of Q having a root of   -2 Q[X]. 

c)   Let P be a prime. Then show that f(x)=   -1   Q[X] has splitting field Q(    Where    

           and   =1. 

d)   Let F be field of characteristic   2. Let      a )   F[x] be an irreducible      

       polynomial over F. Then show that Galois group is of order 2. 

e)  Show that if an irreducible polynomial p(x)   F[x] over a field F has a root in  

     a radical extension of F, then p(x) is solvable by radicals over F. 
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 SECTION-A  

      Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 12 Marks.                 4 x 12 = 48 M 

1. a) Prove that f   R ( ) on [a,b] if  and only if for every     there exists a partition P     

     such that U (p,f,α ) =L (p, f ,α ) <   . 

b) If f is continuous on [a,b] then prove that f   R ( ) on [a,b]. 

OR 

2. a) If f   R ( ) on [a,b] and g   R ( ) on [a,b] then prove that 

   i) f.g   R ( ) on [a,b] and 

   ii) | |   R ( ) on [a,b] and also that 

               |∫    
 

 
|  ∫  | |

 

 
   

b) Prove that the function f:[0,1]  R defined by  

         f(x) =  {
                          

                              
   is not integrable. 

3.  a) State and prove weierstrass M-Test. 

 b) If {  } is a sequence of continuous functions on E and      uniformly on E, then       

     prove that    is continuous on E. 

OR 

4. a) Prove that if k is a compact metric space , if      is continuous on k for     

    each n = 1,2,3…. and   {  } equicontinuous on k. 

     b) Let B be the uniform closure of an algebra A of bounded functions. 

         Then prove that B is a uniformly closed algebra.  

5. a) State and prove Taylor’s theorem. 

     b) State and prove contraction principle. 

OR 

6. State and prove inverse function theorem. 

7. a)  State and prove linear version of implicit function theorem. 

b)  Let           be a mapping of    into    given by 

      (                = 2   +    -4  +3 and     

      (                =   cos  -6  +2  -  . Let a=(0,1), b=(3,2,7) then f(a, b)=0. 

    Find the matrix of A =   (a,b) with respect to the standard bases. 



   

8. a) State rank theorem. 

      b) Let           be the mapping of    into    given by 

                    =      ,          =      . Then 

          i) What is the range of f . 

          ii) Show that the jacobian of f is not zero at any point of   . 

SECTION-B  

9.  Answer any three questions. Each question carries 4 marks.          3 x 4=12 M 

a) Suppose   increases on [a,b], a    b ,      continuous at   , f(       

    and f(x)=0 if  x    then prove that f   R ( ) on [a, b] and ∫    =0. 

b) Let r : [0, 2 ]   be defined by   (t) =     . Then prove that r 

     is irreducible. 

c) Prove that the sequence of functions {  } where     (0,1)     by 

           = 
 

    
  , x        ,n = 1,2…… converges to 0 monotonically but not uniformly. 

d) If A   L (        and if x      , then prove that   (x) =A . 

e) Prove that every contraction map on a metric space is uniformly continuous. 
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SECTION-A  

      Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 12 Marks.                 4 x 12 = 48 M 

1. a) State and prove Chain Rule. 

    b)  i) Define a branch of logarithm. 

         ii) Let G   C be open and connected. If f is a branch of logarithm on G, prove  

             that the totality of branches of      are the functions f(Z) + 2πki, k  . 

                                                          ( OR) 

2. a) Let G be a region in C. If f (u+ iv): G   C is analytic, then prove that u and 

        v satisfies C-R  equations in G. 

   b) State and prove the orientation principle. 

3. a) Prove that the zeros of an analytic function defined on a region can be isolated. 

    b) State and prove maximum modulus theorem. 

                                                                            (OR) 

  4. a) Let r be a closed rectifiable curve in  C. Prove that following  

           i) n (r,a) is constant for a belonging to a component of  C – {r}. 

           ii) n (r,a) = 0 for a belonging to the unbounded component of C – {r}. 

       b) Evaluate ∫
    

   
 dz, where r(t) = 1+ (1  2)     (0   t   2π) (n   0). 

          

    5. a) State and prove Cauchy’s Integral Formula. 

        b) Let f : D = B (0 ;1)   C be analytic such that ∣  (0)∣   1 for all z   D.  

               Prove that ∣  (0)∣   1. 

                                                                   (OR) 

   6. (a) State and prove Morera’s theorem. 

       (b) State and prove the open mapping theorem. 

 

   7. (a) State and prove Casorati-Weirstrass theorem. 

        (b) Prove that ∫     

 

 

 
   = 

 

 
 . 

                                                                     (OR)  

   

     8. (a) Prove that an entire function has removable singularity at infinity  



              if and only if it is constant. 

         (b) State and prove the Residue theorem. 

SECTION-B  

 

       9. Answer any Three questions. Each question carries 4 marks.          3 x 4=12 M 

          (a) If    ,        are distinct points in    and          are distinct points in   .    

Prove that there is one and only one Mobius transformation T such that 

        T   =     (j = 2,3,4). 

           (b) Let ‘r’ be a closed rectifiable curve in region G and a   G.  

      For n   2,   prove that ∫         

 
   = 0. 

           (C) Let r be a rectifiable curve in a region G such that r         Prove that 

       n(r; w)=0 for all w       

            (d) If f: B
1
 (a; R)   is analytic and bounded, prove that f has removable singularity     

                 at z=a. 

             (e) Using residues, prove that ∫
  

      

 

 
 = 

 

 √    
 (a   . 
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   SECTION-A  

      Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 12 Marks.                 4 x 12 = 48 M 

  1.  a) State and prove Cayley - Hamilton Theorem. 

      b) Show that the characteristic spaces are invariant.  

OR 

1. a) Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over the field F. Let T be a linear    

           operator on V such that the minimal polynomial for T is a product of linear factors  

        p =          
  …..           ,      F. Let W be a proper (W  V) subspace of V        

        which is invariant under T. There exists a vector       such that (i)    is not in W; 

        (ii) (T- cI)   is in W, for some characteristic value c of  the opearator T. 

       b) Let V be a finite – dimensional vector space over the field F and let T be a  linear      

           operator on V. Then T is triangulable if and only if the mninimal polynomial for T is  

            a product of linear polynomials over F. 

2. State and prove Primary Decomposition Theorem. 

OR 

3. State and prove Cyclic Decomposition Theorem 

4.  a) Let M be a matrix in F         which has some non-zero entry in its first column, and 

let p be the greatest common divisor of the entries in colum 1 of M. Then M is row 

equivalent to a matrix N which has 

[
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 ]
 
 
 
 

  as its first Column. 

 b) Let M be an m x n matrix N which is in normal form. 



OR 

5.  a) Let T be a linear operator on the finite – dimensional vector space V. A necessary and 

sufficient condition that T be semi-simple is that the minimal polynomial p for T be of the 

form p =       ,where        are distinct  irreducible polynomials over the scalar 

field F. 

       b) Let F be a subfield of the field of complex numbers, let V be a finite –  dimensional   

           vector space over F, and let T be a linear operator on V. There is a semi- 

            simple operator S on V and a nilpotent operator N on V such that   (i)T = S+N;  

           (ii)  SN = NS 

  7.  a) Let f  be a bilinear form on the finite – dimensional vector space V. Let              

            be the linear transformations from V into V* defined by (        =f(   ) =  

           (       ) then rank(         (  )  

         b) Let V be a finite – dimensional vector space over a field of characteristic zero,     

            and let f be  a symmetric bilinear form on V. Then there is an ordered basis for V in     

            which f  is represented by a diagonal matrix. 

OR 

8. Let V be a finite – dimensional vector space over a field of real numbers, and  let  

            f be a symmetric bilinear form on V which has rank r. Then there is an ordered  

   basis {          } for V in which the matrix of f is diagonal nd such that 

   f(      ) =   1, j=1,2 …r. 

SECTION-B  

  9. Answer any Three questions. Each question carries 4 marks.          3 x 4=12 M 

        a) Define the following: 

            i) Characteristic value of a linear operator 

            ii) Diagonalizable linear operator 

        b) Define the following: 

            i) Independent subspace             ii) Direct sum of subspace  

        c) Give an example of a projection on    and justify. 

        



       d) Let T be a linear operator on V and suppose that the minimal polynomial for   

            T is irreducible over the scalar field F. Then T is semi simple  

      e) Define the following: 

           (i) Bilinear form       (ii) Rank of Bilinear form         

          (iii) Symmetric Bilinear form. 
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SECTION-A  

Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 12 Marks.                 4 x 12 = 48 M 

1. (a) State and prove Boole’s inequality. 

OR 

2.  The contents of urns I, II and III are as follows. 

   1 white, 2 black and 3 red balls are in urn I, 

   2 white, 1 black and 1 red balls are in urn II and 

   4 white, 5 black and 3 red balls are in urn III. 

    If one urn is chosen at random and two balls are drawn from it and happen to 

be  white and red, then what is the probability that they come from (i) urn I, (ii) urn II, 

(iii) urn III? 

3. (a) (i) A coin is tossed until a head appears. What is the expectation of the 

number of tosses required? 

        (ii) If X is a random variable, then V(ax+b) = a
2
V(x) where a and b are constants. 

OR 

     4.  The probability of a man hitting a target is 1/4. 

       (i) If he fires 7 times, what is the probability of his hitting the target at least twice. 

      (ii) How many times must he fire so that the probability of his hitting the 

            target at least once is greater than 2/3. 

1. a) The random variable X representing the number of cherries in a cherry puff has the 

following probability distribution:  

X 4 5 6 7 

P(X=x) 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 



(i) Find the mean   and the variance     of X.  

(ii) Find the mean   ̅ and the variance   
 ̅ of the mean  ̅ for random samples of 36 cherry 

      puffs. 

(iii) Find the probability that the average number of cherries in 36 cherry puffs will be less 

       than 5.5. 

OR 

 6.  The scores on a placement test given to college freshmen for the past five  

years are  approximately normally distributed with a mean      and a variance      . 

Would you still consider       to be a valid value of the variance if a random sample of 20 

students who take this placement test this year obtained a value of        

7.  (a) A random sample of 100 recorded deaths in the United States during the    past 

year showed an average life span of 71.8 years. Assuming a population standard deviation 

of   8.9 years, does this seem to indicate that the mean life span today is greater than 70 

years? Using a 0.05 level of significance. 

OR 

8. A manufacturer of sports equipment has developed a new synthetic fishing line that he 

claims has a mean breaking strength of 8 kilograms with a standard deviation of 

0.5 kilogram. Test the hypothesis that     kilograms against the alternative that 

   8 kilograms if a random sample of 50 lines is tested and found to have a mean 

breaking strength of 7.8 kilograms. Use a 0.01 level of significance. 

SECTION-B 

  9.    Answer any three questions. Each question carries 4 marks.        3 x 4=12 M 

        (a) Define type I error and type II error by supportive examples. 

        (b) Define null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis by supportive examples 

        (c) Explain the goodness of fit test and give an example. 

        (d) What is the chance that a leap year selected at random will contain 53 

   Sundays. 

         (e) If X is normally distributed, the mean of X is 12 and the standard deviation 

   is 4, then find the probability of (i)       , (ii)       
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__________________________________________________________ 

SECTION-A  

      Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 15 Marks.                 4 x 15 = 60 M 

1. Define a measurable space and give an example in detail. Prove that, if A  B ℬ , then                                  

A  B where  is the measure on X. 

(OR) 

2. State and prove Fatou’s Lemma  

3. State and prove Lebesgue Convergence Theorem  

(OR) 

 4. State and prove Hahn Decomposition Theorem  

5. State and prove Radon – Nikodym Theorem.  

(OR) 

6. Prove that if ℬ of  * - measurable sets is a  - algebra,  ̅ is  * restricted to ℬ , then  ̅ is   

    a complete measure on ℬ 

7. Prove that if the class ℬ of  *- measurable sets is a  - algebra,  ̅  is  * restricted to ℬ ,  

    then  ̅  is a complete measure on ℬ 

(OR) 

8. State and prove Riesz representation theorem.  

9. Answer any THREE questions of the following 

 a) Define the signed measure, positive set, distinguish between the null set and a set of       

measure zero, and the inner measure  

 b) Prove that the countable union of positive sets is positive  

 c) State Caratheodory theorem 

 d) Define Caratheodory outer measure and Haussdorff measure  

e) State Fubini theorem, product measure and define cross section of a set E. 
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______________________________________________________ 

SECTION-A  

      Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 15 Marks.                 4 x 15 = 60 M 

1. Find a root of the equation   cosx - xe
x
 = 0 by using regular– falsi method. 

OR 

2. By using Muller method find the smallest positive root of the equation  

f(x)          . 

3. Find the inverse of the matrix  [

     
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  

] 

Using partition method. Hence, solve the system of equations AX=b, where 

b=              and  X= [        ]
 
 

 

OR 

4. Solve the system of equations 2x-y=7,-x+2y-z=1, -y+2z=1 by using Gauss –   

    Seidel method. 

5. Derive Bessel’s formula and find the value of g(0.25) given that  

X 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

g(x) 9.9833 4.9667 3.2836 2.4339 1.9177 

OR 

6. Obtain the Piece wise Quadratic interpolating polynomials for the function    

    f(x)  defined  by the data. 

X -3 -2 -1 1 3 6 7 

f(x) 369 222 171 165 207 990 1779 

          Find the approximate value of f(-2.5) and f(6.5). 

       7. Evaluate the integral I = ∫
    

    

 

 
  using the Guass- legendre 1-point, 2-point and 3-

           point quadrature rules. Compare with the exact solution I=tan
-1

(4)-   ⁄  . 



OR 

1. Solve the initial value problem   = -2tu
2
 , u(o)=1 with h=0.2 on the interval    

[0,0.4].Use the Fourth order classical Runge – Kutta method. Compare with the exact 

solution. 

SECTION-B 

 

       9. Answer any Three of the following.                                         3      M 

a) Find the root of the equation f(x)=x
3
-5x+1=0 

b) Perform two iterations of the Chebyshev’s method to find an approximate 

value of 1/7. Take the initial approximation as x0=0.1 

c) Solve the equations 

 x1+ x2+ x3=6,  3x1+3x2+4x3=20,  2x1+x2+3x3=13 using the Gauss elimination 

method. 

d) Derive the formula for the first derivative of y=f(x) of O(h
2
) using central 

difference approximations. 

e) Find single step method for the differential equation                   

            which produce exact results for y(t)=a+be
-1

. 
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__________________________________________________________ 

SECTION-A  

(Essay Questions) 

Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 15 Marks.                             4 x 15 = 60 M 

1. a) Define         i) loop        ii) Degree of  a vertex        iii) explain utilities problem . 

   b) Show that the maximum number of edges in a simple graph with ‘n’ vertices are              

        n(n -1)/2. 

(OR) 

2. a) Define  

         i) Sub graph 

         ii) walk 

         iii) Show that if a connected graph G is an Euler graph if and only if it can be  

             decomposed into circuits. 

    b) Define  

         i) Tree 

         ii) Eccentricity 

         iii) Cut set 

         iv) Show that the vertex connectivity of any graph G can never exceed the the edge 

               Connectivity of G. 

    3. a) Show that any simple planner graph can be embedded in a plane such that every edge  

            in drawn as a straight line segment. 

      b) Show that a connected planner graph with ‘n’ vertices and ‘e’ edges has  e – n + 2  

           regions. 



(OR) 

4. a) Explain dual of a sub graph. 

    b) Show that sub spaces Wr  and Ws  are orthogonal complements if and only if                 

         dim(      ) = 0, that is ,        = 0. 

5. a) Define  

         i) Reduced incidence matrix; 

         ii) Circuit matrix; 

         iii) Let X be the adjacency matrix of a simple graph G then show that (i , j)
th

 entry in X
r
  

               is the number of different  edge  sequences of ‘r’ edges between vertices Vi and Vj  

    b) Show that the rank of cut set matrix C(G) is equal to the rank of the incidence  matrix  

        A(G) which equals the rank of graph G. 

6. a) Define  

         i) Isolated vertex; 

         ii) Isomorphic digraph; 

         iii) Show that a digraph is a Euler digraph if and only if G is connected and is balanced. 

             (that is      =         for every vertex ‘v’ in G). 

     b) Explain teleprinter’s problem. 

7.  a) Define chromatic number of G. Show that every tree with two or more vertices is        

         2- chromatic. 

     b) Shown that an n – vertex graph is tree if and only if its chromatic polynomial is 

           Pn ( ) =       n-1
. 

(OR) 

8. a) Show that the vertices of every planner graph can be properly coloured with five  

       colours. 

    b) Show that in a given transport network G, the value of flow ‘w’ from source‘s’ to sink  

        ‘t’ is less than or equal to the capacity of any cut separating ‘s’ from ‘t’. 

 



9. Answer any THREE of the following questions:                                              3  5   15M 

    a) Explain different operations on graphs. 

    b) Draw the graph of the wheastone bridge circuit. 

    c) Write properties of cut–set. 

    d) Show that the special embedding of every planner 3-connected graph is unique. 

    e) Show that the complete graph on 5-vertices (K5) is non-planner. 
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SECTION-A  

(Essay Questions) 

      Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 15 Marks.                         4 x 15 = 60M 

1. Solve the following LP problem graphically. 

     Maximize Z = 8000  +7000  , Subject to 3  +2      ,   +     ,            

         40 and    ,   0. 

(OR) 

2.  Solve the following LP problem. 

     Maximize Z = 3  +5  +4    Subject to 2  +3     , 2  +      ,  

     3  +5  +4       and   ,      0 . 

3. Use two phase simplex method to solve the problem. 

    Maximize Z = 5  - 4  +3     Subject to 2  +          , 6  +          ,      

    8  - 3   +6       and   ,      0. 

(OR) 

4. Apply the principle of duality to solve the LP problem. 

    Maximize Z = 3  - 2   Subject to   +    ,              6 and    ,   0. 

5. Solve the following assignment problem 

 I II III IV 

A 15 14 12 16 

B 23 22 25 24 

C 31 34 32 33 

D 21 32 44 53 



(OR) 

6. Solve the travelling – salesmen problem given by the following data 

                                                                 

                                                                                        

7. Solve the following transportation problem, 

      

 

 

 

(OR) 

8. Solve the following unbalanced transportation problem 

 I II II IV Supply 

A 90 90 100 100 200 

B 50 70 130 85 100 

Demand 75 100 100 30  

 

9. Answer any THREE of the following:                                              3   5 = 15 

   (a) Explain the terms: 

            i) Optimum solution 

            ii) Feasible solution  

            iii) Unrestricted variable  

   (b) Write the steps used in the simplex method. 

   (c) Write the Mathematical formulation of assignment problem. 

   (d) Write the mathematical formulation of transportation problem. 

   (e) Explain the North – west corner rule for finding an initial basic feasible solution for  

         the transportation problem 

 

 

 

 

           Supply 

   16 20 12 200 

   14 8 18 160 

   26 24 16 90 

Demand 180 120 150 450 
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SECTION-A  

(Essay Questions) 

      Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 15 Marks.                         4 x 15 = 60M 

1. a) Define fixed point, periodic point, attracting and repelling fixed points. 

b) Let f be a    function and p be a fixed point of f such that |     |   . Show that   

    there exists a neighborhood of p which is contained in       . 

(OR) 

2. Let f:     be a continuous function having a periodic point of period three. Show  

that f has Periodic points of all periods. 

3. a) Define the shift map and show that the shift map is continuous, it has       periodic     

           Points Period n and there is an element with dense orbit. 

              b) Define Bifurcation, Saddle-node bifurcation, pitch – fork bifurcation. 

(OR) 

4. a) Let  f:X    be topologically transitive and suppose that the periodic points of  f  

    are dense If X is infinite then f exhibits sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 

              b) Explain period doubling bifurcation with an example. 

5. Let D and E be metric space, f: D    , g: E     , and : D     be a topological 

conjugacy of f and g . Then, (i)         is a topological conjugacy, 

 (ii)              for all natural Numbers n, (iii) f is topologically transitive on D 

if and only if g is topologically transitive on E. 

(OR) 

6.  Suppose p(x) is a polynomial if we allow cancellation of common factors in the 

expression of          
    

     
 , is always defined at roots of p(x),a number is a 

fixed point of        if and only if it is a root of the polynomial, and all fixed points 

of       are attracting. 



 

7. a) Show that all complex quadratic polynomials are topologically conjugate to a   

     polynomial of the form              

b) Prove that the orbit of a complex number is in the stable set of infinity. 

(OR) 

8. Let           and    is a non zero complex number. Show that  

           (a)    is a periodic point of f if   is a rational multiple of π, 

           (b) If   is not a rational multiple of π then    is not a periodic point of f and its orbit is      

                  dense in the circle containing   . 

9. Answer any THREE of the following.                                                         3X5 = 15 M 

a) Define Discrete dynamical system and give three examples. 

b) Explain the concept of phase portrait with the help of an example. 

c) Define Sensitive dependence, Devany  Chaos and given examples of a dynamical                         

    system which is chaotice in the sense devany. 

d) Define Topological trasitivity and show that the existence of a dense orbit implies    

    topological trasitivity. 

e) Define topological conjugacy and prove that the periodicity and period of a  

    periodic point is preserved by topological conjugacy.  
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SECTION-A  

(Essay Questions) 

Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 15 Marks.                                4 x 15 =60M 

1. a) State and prove Banach Fixed theorem. 

    b) Suppose that v(t) = x(t) -  ∫        
 

 
   is continuous on [a , b] and the kernel k is   

        continuous on the triangular region R in the t   plane given by a        , a       ,  

        then v(t) equation has a unique solution. 

(OR) 

      2. State and prove Picard’s Existence and Uniqueness theorem. 

      3. a) Explain about Haar Uniqueness theorem for best approximation. 

           b) Existence theorem for best approximation. 

(OR) 

      4. a) Explain about chebyshev’s polynomial. 

          b) Explain about strict convexity. 

      5. State and prove Spectral Mapping Theorem for polynomials. 

(OR) 

     6. a) The resolvant set      of a bounded linear operator T on a complex Banach space X  

             is open. Hence the spectrum      is closed. 

         b) The spectrum      of a linear operator T: X   Y on a complex Banach space X is    

             compact and lies in the disk given by | |  ‖ ‖. 



      

 7. Let T: X   Y be a linear Operator. If T is compact, so is its adjoint operator 

    T
X 

:        Here X and Y are normed space and     and    the dual space of X and Y. 

(OR) 

 8. Let T: X   Y be a compact linear operator on a normed linear space X. Then for every 

         the Range of   = T –  I is closed. 

 9. Answer any THREE of the following questions: 

     a)  Let T: X   Y be a mapping on a complete metric space (X, d) and suppose that  

             is a contraction on X for some positive integer then T has a unique fixed point. 

     b)  Explain the definition of  

          i) External point     ii) Haar condition     iii) Normed space     iv) Hilbert space  

    c)  State and prove linear independence theorem. 

    d)  If   { } is complex banach space and T          then       . 

    e) Let X and Y be Normed space and T: X   Y be a compact linear operator.  

        Suppose that (  ) in X is weakly convergent, say     . Then (T  ) is strongly  

        convergent in Y and has the limit Y=Tx. 
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SECTION-A  

Answer ALL the questions. Each question carries 15 Marks.                              4 x 15 =60M 

1. Consider the BVP                                 Show that x(t) is a 

solution of the BVP if and only if      ∫        (           )   
 

 

 
                 

where G(t,s) is the Green’s function given by  

(b-a)G(t,s)={
                         
                        

 

i) 0        
   

 
 

ii) G(t,s) is symmetric. 

OR 

2. Prove the inequality,  ‖       ‖    ‖     ‖ , m=1,2,….   By using the 

method of mathematical induction. 

3. State and prove sturm’s comparison theorem. 

OR 

4. Prove the Euler’s equation     
 

      

a) Is oscillatory if k >
  

   
; 

b) Is non-oscillatory if k  
 

 
  

5. Prove that the origin of the system    
                   

  

                                                                  
                    

  

                                                                  
                                                     

is stable. Test the stability of the rest point (null solution) of system. 

 (x,y,z)
1
 = (x-y-z,x+y-3z,x-5y-3z) 

     6.    If the matrix ‘A’ in    = Ax, 0   t <   , their for any solution x(t)  

                  |    |= 0. 

7.    Prove that the delay differential equation       + ax(t) + bx([t])= 0 has no  

        Oscillatory solution   by assuming that a>0 and b < 
 

     
  . 



OR 

8. Find the values of A and B assuming that x(t)=Acost + Bsint is the solution of  

           = -2x(t) + x(t - 
 

 
 )+ sint   with x(t) =      for - 

 

 
        , where   is a   

       given function. 

SECTION-B  

9. Answer any THREE of the following questions:                                         3  5   15M 

      a) Is the boundary value problem     - 9x =0, x(0)=1 , x( )=0 regular. 

      b) Using appropriate Green’s function solve x
11

+e
t
=0, x(0) = x(1) = 0. 

     c) Check for the oscillation of x
11

+e
t
x=0, t    

     d) Describe the nature of trajectories in the phase space of the system   
      

     

     e) Verify that y(t)=cost is a solution of y
1
(t)=y(  

 

 
 ). 

 

 


